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People In The Market Without Physical Distancing - Bangladesh (15)
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bangladeshi people throng a market without caring for physical distancing crucial for checking coronavirus (COVID-19) spread, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, April 9, 2021. The government allowed all stores and shopping malls to reopen altering the lockdown rules following protests by shop owners and employees. The government plans to enforce another seven-day lockdown with stricter rules from Apr 14 with the offices shut, as coronavirus cases keep surging across Bangladesh, setting daily records. Photo by Kanti Das Suvra/ABACAPRESS.COM
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